InRule Workshops
Creating a Foundation for Project Success
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Risks
Recruitment

First Four Months

Performance
Process

Capability

Risk is a reality for every project. Surfacing risks in a
decision management lifecycle is critical to a successful
go-live. InRule’s expertise supporting hundreds of
engagements allows us to quickly identify unconsidered
risk areas on the customer journey. We then work closely
with organizations to compile a tailored set of practices
to traverse those risks in pursuit of a successful go-live.
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We map practice to things you
need for the journey
Discover
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People Multiplier

Readiness & Capability Assessment

Stability & Predictability
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Scale
What If Experiments

Governance Practice
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Results
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Decision Model

Risk Reduction
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Author Training
Technical Training
Delivery
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Discover - Week One

Engage - Week Two

Build - Month Two

Scale - Month Four

Discover workshops, strengthen
teams, build alignment and executive
buy-in; Early goal definitions are
used in later practices to prove goals
were met and the organization has
realized benefits from the project.

Engaging with the problem
through a rule application gets
the team moving forward and
mitigates risk.

Early governance builds best
practice – even when the first
integration is not live; Manage
requirements and deliver on
business goals.

Scale what you know throughout
the organization and solve tough
production planning problems.
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How it works
Examine your project readiness with our self-assessment tool.
Review your results with our experts, and together, we’ll plot
a course that leverages your existing assets. We can help you
identify what’s missing and prepare your team for next steps.
While each successful rule project follows a slightly different
path, workshops help bring critical milestones to light.

Make progress on your project
Our workshops consist of tailored, practiced, and sequenced
content delivered on-site with your team in the early days of
the project. Within those five days, a project moves quickly
through high-risk planning areas. At the end of the workshop,
executable assets are available for the team who can quickly
turn them into fully engaged rule authoring activities, early
governance and advances in integration. At the end of the week,
you’ll have a significant start toward a working rule application.

Get started today
workshops@inrule.com
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